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About Sembcorp Industries
Sembcorp Industries is a leading energy, marine and
urban development group, operating across multiple
markets worldwide.
As an integrated energy player, Sembcorp is poised to
benefit from the global energy transition. With a strong
track record in developing and developed markets,
we provide solutions across the energy and utilities value
chain, with a focus on the Gas & Power, Renewables &
Environment, and Merchant & Retail sectors. We have a
balanced energy portfolio of over 12,600MW, including
thermal power plants, renewable wind and solar power
assets and battery storage. In addition, Sembcorp is a world
leader in offshore and marine engineering, as well as
an established brand name in urban development.

Integrated Solutions for a Sustainable Future

As a diversified energy, marine and urban player, Sembcorp is uniquely positioned to provide
integrated solutions to meet our stakeholders’ needs. Leveraging technology and digital
innovation, we draw on our deep understanding across our businesses and global track record
to provide a suite of integrated energy and urban solutions that support the energy transition
and sustainable development.

Energy

Marine

Urban

An integrated energy player
poised to benefit from the
global energy transition with a
balanced energy portfolio of over
12,600MW of power and over
8.6 million m3/day of water and
wastewater treatment capacity

A leading industry player
providing innovative engineering
solutions to the global offshore,
marine and energy industries,
drawing on more than 50 years
of experience

A leading Asian developer
with a strong track record in
transforming raw land into
sustainable urban developments,
delivering the economic engine
to support growth

Integrated End-to-end (Energy & Environmental) Enterprise Solutions
Energy Solutions

Marine

Gas

•
•
•
•

• Pipeline gas &
LNG importation,
marketing and
optimisation
• Regasification
infrastructure
development

Rigs & floaters
Repairs & upgrades
Offshore platforms
Specialised
shipbuilding

Centralised
Power
Generation

Environmental Solutions
Renewables
& Storage

Merchant
& Retail

• Utility-scale power
• Utility-scale
•
generation
ground-mounted
• Utility-scale combined
and floating solar
•
heat and power
power generation
•
• Cogeneration and
• Commercial &
tri-generation
Industrial rooftop solar •
(power, cooling and
power generation
heating solutions)
• Utility-scale wind
power generation
• Energy storage systems

Market optimisation
of assets
Flexibility services
Energy trading
& origination
Hedging services

Distributed
Energy
Solutions

Water and
Wastewater
Management

• Distributed energy
generation
• Grid ancillary services
• Demand response
• Electricity retail (including
green attributes such
as RECs & CERs)
• Energy optimisation
and efficiency
• Microgrids
• Urban mobility solutions
• Virtual power plant (VPP)

• Closed loop industrial
water management
• Industrial wastewater
treatment & reclamation
• Zero liquid discharge
• Seawater desalination
• Municipal wastewater
treatment & reclamation
• Potable and industrial
water treatment
& supply

Solid Waste
Management

Urban Development Types
& Urban Solutions

• Waste management
& logistics
• Recycling services
• Waste-to-resource
• Public cleaning

•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated townships
Industrial parks
High-tech parks
Business hubs
Logistics warehouses
Residential
developments

• Industry positioning
& investment
promotion
• Master planning
& urban design
• Infrastructure &
land development
• Asset, facilities
& operational
management

Group FY2019 Highlights
Turnover

EBITDA

11,689
1,279

9,618

18%

2019

US$7,107m

Net Profit

11%

2018

2019

US$1,134m

S$749m

2018

247

S$247m

US$183m

4.0

31%

25%

3.5%
2018

US$553m

5.0
3.5

29%

2019

Total Dividend

5.1

2019

749

S$1,535m

Return on Equity

347

2018

841

20%

S$9,618m

2018

Profit from Operations

1,535

2019

5.0 cents per

2018

2019

ordinary share

Energy 100%*
Turnover

Profit from Operations

6,536 6,138

820

6%

2019

US$4,536m

195

13%

S$6,138m

2018

Net Profit
312

717

S$717m

2018

2019

US$530m

38%

S$195m

2018

2019

US$144m

Marine 61%*
Turnover

Profit / (Loss) from Operations

4,888

(60)
2,883

(143)

41%

2019

US$2,130m

(48)

(85)

138%

S$2,883m

2018

Net Profit / (Loss)

77%

(S$143m)
2018

2019

(US$106m)

(S$85m)
2018

2019

(US$63m)

Urban 100%*
Turnover

Profit from Operations

Net Profit

177

280

117
86

>100%

5
2018

88%

94

S$280m

2019

US$207m

36%

S$177m

2018

2019

US$131m

S$117m

2018

2019

US$86m

Greenhouse
gas emissions
intensity

Emissions avoided
through our renewable
energy generation

Wastewater treated
and reclaimed for
industrial water use

0.54 tCO2e/MWh

> 3.9 million tCO2e

~74 million m3

m: million  m3: cubic metres   MWh: megawatt hour   tCO2e: tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent
* Shareholding as at December 31, 2019

Business Highlights
Group
Achieved total divestment proceeds of S$600 million since the beginning 2018, exceeding S$500 million target
Net
Profit

S$247m

Underlying
Net Profit
29%

S$395m

17%

Return
on Equity

(excluding Marine, before EI)

Return on Equity

3.5%

9.4%

Energy
• Strengthened position as a provider of integrated energy solutions in Singapore
with solar capacity increasing to 180MWp in 2019. Reinforced position as
a major gas player with the acquisition of 30% interest in Sembcorp Gas
• Fully delivered the 250MW SECI 2 project and commissioned 227MW of
SECI 3. 357MW was completed in 2019 and 120MW year-to-date in
2020, bringing total operating renewables capacity in India to 1,654MW
• Commenced operations for the first 60MW of a 120MW battery energy
storage system in the UK
Net
Profit

38%

S$195m

Net Profit
before EI

S$360m

12%

Return on
Equity

Return on
Equity before EI

5.3%

9.8%

Marine
• Secured S$1.5 billion of new contracts, of which S$530 million pertained
to greener solutions
• Added new 30,000-tonne capacity gantry cranes at the Tuas Boulevard
Yard which enhance the yard’s value proposition as a one-stop production
centre for large, heavy and complex projects
• Reached a full and final settlement on the claims under all seven drillship
contracts with Sete Brasil Group
Net Profit /
(Loss)

77%

(S$85m)

Return on
Equity

(6.1%)

Urban
• Completed and handed over wholly-owned Riverside Grandeur residential
development in China, driving record profits for the year
• Secured investment certificates for an additional 900 hectares of saleable
land from two new VSIP developments in Bac Ninh and Binh Duong
• Phase 2 of The Habitat Binh Duong residential development in VSIP Binh
Duong launched and sold out in 2019, with profit recognition expected in
2020. Soft launched Phase 3A in October 2019
Net
Profit

S$117m

36%

Return on
Equity

11.4%

EI: exceptional items   m: million

Our Sustainability Framework

Sembcorp’s Sustainability Framework articulates three ambitions for the future and
demonstrates our support for the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). It directs our
approach to integrate sustainability and manage our material environmental, social and
governance (ESG) issues within our business strategy.

Sustainability is one of the key pillars of our business strategy that underpins our value creation process.
As a Group, we want to enable a low-carbon and circular economy, empower our people and
communities, and embed responsible business practices throughout our organisation.
Climate Change

Health and Safety

Reducing our GHG emissions intensity
and moving towards a balanced
portfolio of low-carbon energy assets

Making health and safety an
integral part of our everyday
business and culture

Resource Management
Growing and innovating our
business solutions to support a
circular economy while ensuring
more efficient operations to
avoid or minimise the
unnecessary use of resources

Local Environmental
Protection

People

ENABLING A EMPOWERING
LOW-CARBON OUR PEOPLE
AND CIRCULAR
AND
ECONOMY
COMMUNITIES

Minimising negative
environmental impacts and
ensuring the highest standards
of environmental management

Corporate Governance
Maintaining an effective governance
and decision-making structure

Ethical Business and Compliance
Fostering an ethical culture and conducting our
business with integrity, and ensuring we comply
with all legal and regulatory requirements

EMBEDDING
RESPONSIBLE
BUSINESS
PRACTICES

Creating a values-based
and performance-led culture.
Providing an engaging
employment experience
where our people
can grow and excel

Community
Contributing to the
sustainable development of
our communities through
engagement, partnerships
and investing in initiatives
that make a lasting
positive impact

Risk Management
Ensuring effective identification
of material risks and putting
in place an adequate and
effective risk management and
internal control system

Sembcorp believes in playing its part to help meet these goals. We have identified SDG 6 and 7 as
priority SDGs to focus on. These encapsulate areas that our businesses have significant impact on and
can make the greatest contributions to sustainable development by 2030.

Our Commitment to SDG 6:
Clean Water and Sanitation
Our suite of water solutions for industrial
customers helps to reduce the use of
freshwater and potable water. We aim to
increase the volume of water we reclaim.

Our Commitment to SDG 7:
Affordable and Clean Energy
As an integrated energy player, we aim to
help advance the global energy transition.
We are committed to increasing our share of
renewable assets, while managing existing
thermal assets to operate at optimal efficiency.

Chairman and CEO’s Statement
Now more than ever, the
transformation journey we
began two years ago to
reposition ourselves as an
integrated energy and urban
player has proven critical.
Neil McGregor
Group President & CEO (left)
Ang Kong Hua
Chairman (right)
Dear Fellow Shareholders,
2019 marked the end of a significant decade for
the global energy transition with the effects of
climate change being felt more acutely than ever
worldwide. In line with calls for urgent climate
action, we have entered an energy transition of
unprecedented scale and velocity.

Transformation
The transition to a sustainable future has
inevitably brought significant risks and business
model disruptions. Yet this critical period of
change also presents opportunity.
As a diversified company, Sembcorp is uniquely
positioned to deliver solutions to support this
shift. With Singapore as our home base, we are
also well-placed to serve markets in Asia where
population growth is driving rising demand
for sustainable solutions that enable rapid
industrialisation, urbanisation and electrification.
From renewable energy, water management and
waste-to-resource, to greener engineering
solutions and eco-friendly integrated townships,
our businesses have a real capacity to make a
change for a more sustainable world.
Now more than ever, the transformation journey
we began two years ago to reposition ourselves
as an integrated energy and urban player has
proven critical. Though competition remains

intense, market conditions difficult, and our
businesses faced another challenging year,
we believe that our strategy is sound.
The task at hand requires us to act simultaneously
on many fronts. We must manage our portfolio
for performance, deepen our digital capabilities,
step up sustainability efforts and green our
portfolio while forging a dynamic organisation
with the right capabilities and culture. The
challenges of building forward-looking and
competitive businesses are real, but we are making
progress and working hard to continue to lift
performance. While the journey will take time,
we are confident that we are on the right path.

2019 in Review
2019 was a challenging year for the Group.
While the Urban business delivered record profits,
with the continuing downturn in the offshore
and marine sector, our Marine business made
a net loss for the year. In addition, despite
improved underlying profits, our Energy business
recorded material impairments in the fourth
quarter of 2019.
Group turnover in 2019 was S$9.6 billion,
compared to S$11.7 billion the year before.
Group net profit was S$247 million compared
to S$347 million in 2018. Excluding exceptional
items, underlying Group net profit grew 17%
to S$395 million.

Underlying profits for the Energy business
increased 12% from S$321 million in 2018 to
S$360 million in 2019, owing to better performance
from our overseas markets including profit growth
in India where the thermal energy business turned
around to profitability. Our global energy portfolio
is more than 12,600MW. Over 900MW of new
capacity was completed in 2019, including the
completion of our gas-fired power project in
Bangladesh and the first 60MW of our 120MW
battery energy storage system in the UK.
While the business made progress in growing its
underlying net profit, including exceptional items,
Energy net profit was S$195 million in 2019
compared to S$312 million the year before as net
divestment gains of S$86 million was offset mainly
by impairments amounting to S$245 million.
An impairment charge of S$158 million was
made for UK Power Reserve assets based on its
expected value-in-use. Performance of the flexible
generation business in the UK has been impacted
by a combination of economic and industry factors
including an increase in energy capacity, reduction
in underlying demand and moderated grid volatility.
The business also saw a S$64 million impairment
arising from the sale of its non-core Chilean water
business, and a S$23 million impairment in China
for its wastewater treatment assets.
Our Urban business posted another year of record
net profits which grew 36% to S$117 million,
driven mainly by profit recognition from its

Riverside Grandeur development in China. In 2019,
the business secured a healthy net orderbook of
423 hectares and an additional 900 hectares of
saleable land in Vietnam for future growth.
The Marine business posted a net loss of
S$85 million to the Group in 2019 compared to a
loss of S$48 million in 2018, due to slow orders
and intense competition in a protracted industry
downturn. Nevertheless, Sembcorp Marine secured
a total of S$1.5 billion worth of new contracts in
2019, compared to S$1.2 billion the year before.
Approximately S$530 million of the new orders in
2019 were related to greener solutions including
gas and renewable energy projects.
In June 2019, the Group announced a S$2 billion
subordinated loan to our subsidiary, Sembcorp
Marine, whose current financial performance and
position have been affected by the prolonged
downturn in the offshore and marine sector.
While the sector is showing signs of recovery, this
is expected to be gradual. Although the loan has
weighed on the speed of progress of the Group’s
growth strategy, we believe that this financing
strengthens a key subsidiary and better positions
the Group for the long-term.
In view of the Group’s improved underlying
profits, the board proposes a final dividend of
3 cents per ordinary share for 2019, subject to
shareholders’ approval. Together with the interim
dividend paid out in September 2019, this brings
our total dividend to 5 cents per ordinary share.

Making Strategic Progress
We made progress on several fronts over the past
year as our strategy continued to take shape.
Unlocking Value
We remain committed to maintaining a
disciplined approach to capital management,
optimising our portfolio and undertaking
systematic capital recycling to strengthen our
balance sheet. Since the start of 2018, we have
unlocked cash proceeds of S$600 million,
exceeding our S$500 million target.

Reshaping Our Portfolio

Optimised Energy
Distribution for a
Cleaner, Greener
Energy Future

Offering a suite of solutions to support a renewables future

A virtual power plant is a
digital platform that links
energy resources across
different locations and
optimises energy usage

Buy

Solar
Panel

Battery
Storage

Diesel
Generator

Electric
Vehicle

ll
Se
Buy

Energy
wasted

Sell

Energy
Green Energy
Data

Building Capabilities
Building a dynamic organisation with the right
people and capabilities is foundational to our strategy
and growth. In 2019, we continued deepening our
bench strength and investing in our workforce to
build an agile, values-based and performance-led
organisation. This included a concerted push to
strengthen our capabilities in digital solutions and
applications as well as in merchant businesses.
Exemplifying this thrust, we are in partnership
with the Energy Market Authority and Nanyang
Technological University to develop Singapore’s
first virtual power plant. Using real-time
information from various distributed energy
resources, the system will help optimise power
output and allow seamless integration of cleaner
energy sources like solar into the national grid.

Electric
Vehicle Charger

Industrial
Machinery

Common
Utilities

Heating Ventilation
Air Conditioning

criminal and illegal activities of some former
employees of a joint venture company in Nanjing,
China, had caused the illegal discharge of
off-specification wastewater for a period prior to
early 2017. Sembcorp remains committed to
responsible operations and compliance with legal
and regulatory requirements, and under no
circumstances do we condone such actions and
behaviours. We have strengthened our processes
and in 2019, continued with the roll out of an
Integrated Assurance Framework, which sets out
three lines of defence for a multi-layered approach
to governance, oversight and risk management.
Group-wide programmes were also adopted to
enhance health, safety, security and environmental
measures, as well as embed a values-based culture
founded on integrity.

End-2017
2,181MW

Note: Capacity refers to total
gross installed capacity of facilities
in operation and under development

Renewable Energy Portfolio

Singapore

China

A leading solar energy
player in Singapore

Growing renewable
energy contribution

• 180MWp of
solar capacity
• One of the largest solar
players in Singapore

• 725MW of wind
power projects

Growing Profit Contribution

India

UK

Providing renewable
power to support
India’s growth

Developing one of
Europe’s largest battery
energy storage systems

• Over 1,700MW
of wind and solar
power projects across
seven states
• Highest renewables
capacity under
self-operations

• A 120MW portfolio
(60MW under
construction)
representing one
of Europe’s largest
battery energy
storage systems

Renewable Energy
Net Profit

80

(S$ million)

Reshaping Our Portfolio
While we furthered efforts to maintain effective
risk management and governance, we recognise
that we can and need to do better. Last year,
we suffered two fatalities concerning our contractors
in India. We are deeply saddened by the loss, and
are working closely with our stakeholders across
the Group to further improve safety and prevent
injuries. In addition, we deeply regret that the

Targeting to achieve
approximately 4,000MW of
renewables capacity by 2022

20%
Today
2,600MW

Supporting a Renewables Future
A key ambition in our transformation journey has
been to play our part in supporting a low-carbon
future through renewables. In 2018, we set out
to double our renewables capacity from our
2017 baseline to approximately 4,000MW by
2022, with the aim of becoming one of the
region’s leading renewable energy players.

~5x

63

31

Five-fold

increase in renewable
energy net profit
from 2016

17

2016

2017

2018

2019

Today, we have grown our renewables capacity to
2,600MW and are one of Singapore’s largest
home-grown renewable energy players, operating
an international portfolio of wind and solar assets.
In addition to greening our portfolio, we are
actively seeking to drive the adoption of
renewables by partnering industry leaders to lead
the charge together.
In key growth markets such as India, which is
one of the world’s largest producers of renewable
energy, we have an established track record
and now have the highest renewables capacity
under self-operations for an independent power
producer in the country. We also operate the
UK’s largest distributed energy portfolio which
includes small-scale, fast-ramping power
generation assets. In addition, we are developing
a 120MW battery energy storage system, one of
the largest in Europe, to address the intermittency
of renewables.
Since 2016, net profit from our renewables business
has increased nearly five-fold to S$80 million.
Providing Integrated Solutions
In the push for sustainable solutions, renewable
power is just one part of the answer. Managing
energy, water and waste together is vital to
addressing complex environmental challenges.
This concept of holistic resource management
started with our pioneering work on Jurong Island,
Singapore’s energy and chemical industrial hub,
and has been the mainstay of our business over
the last 25 years.

Today, we have grown our
renewables capacity to 2,600MW
and are one of Singapore’s
largest home-grown renewable
energy players, operating an
international portfolio of wind
and solar assets.
As a centralised utilities provider, our integrated
offerings have shown the benefits of a circular
economy, and how holistic resource management
of energy, water and waste can help companies do
more with less. Today, we are leveraging synergies
across our businesses to provide integrated
solutions to customers from different sectors.
In 2019, we made some headway in capturing
opportunities on this front. For example, in Vietnam,
we set up a joint venture with Becamex IDC
Corporation and Vietnam Singapore Industrial Park
JV Co (VSIP) to provide smart energy and sustainable
solutions. The tripartite partnership aims to deliver
a range of energy and utilities solutions such as
renewable energy, waste-to-energy, wastewater
treatment and water recycling to VSIP and
Becamex facilities. This partnership in Vietnam
signals the untapped growth potential for
sustainable solutions in the region.

Driven by a Clear Purpose
At Sembcorp, we are driven by a clear purpose.
At the heart of all that we do is our passion to play
our part in creating a sustainable future.

Our businesses are centred on providing energy
and innovative solutions that support development
and create value for our stakeholders and
communities. Our ambitions are focused on
enabling a low-carbon and circular economy,
empowering our people and communities, and
embedding responsible business practices.

At Sembcorp, we are driven
by a clear purpose. At the heart
of all that we do is our passion
to play our part in creating a
sustainable future.

Doing right, doing good and doing well. This is
what success will look like for Sembcorp, and this
is the future we are confident of achieving in
partnership with our customers, governments,
communities, and shareholders.

Mr Hamiyeh is Joint Head of Temasek’s
Investment Group as well as the Head of
Portfolio Development at Temasek.

A Note of Thanks and Welcome
Our sincere thanks to you, our shareholders,
for your trust and support as we continue our
transformation journey. Our thanks also to all our
employees for their dedication and hard work.
On behalf of the management and board, we
would also like to thank Margaret Lui, who will
be retiring from the board at our forthcoming
annual general meeting. A director of the
Group since 2010, Mrs Lui has made a great
contribution to the board. Her wise counsel and
valuable insights will be missed. We would also
like to extend a warm welcome to Nagi Hamiyeh,
who joined our board as non-executive and
non-independent director on March 3, 2020.

In a world of rapid change and disruption,
the road ahead is not without its challenges.
Driven by our purpose and passion to play our
part in creating a sustainable future, we are
confident that the actions we are taking will
make for a strong Sembcorp that will deliver
value and growth to our stakeholders and
communities for generations to come.

Ang Kong Hua

Neil McGregor

Chairman
March 4, 2020

Group President & CEO
March 4, 2020

Our Value Creation Process

Our Purpose, Strategy and Ambitions

Our Businesses and the Value We Create

Financial Capital

Our Purpose

e.g. cash flow from
operations, internal funds
and external short-term
and long-term financing

Energy

Sembcorp’s purpose and passion is to do good and play our part
in creating a sustainable future. We deliver energy and innovative
solutions that support development and create value – for our
stakeholders and communities.

Our Inputs

• Gas & Power
• Renewables &
Environment
• Merchant & Retail

Our Stakeholders

>12,600MW

Providing integrated
energy solutions across
the energy and utilities
value chain

Customers

in power capacity,
including 2,600MW
of renewable power
capacity, supplying
electricity in
nine countries

Employees

> 3.9

Human Capital

Social and
Relationship Capital
e.g. relationships with
stakeholders, and
Sembcorp’s brand
and values

Manufactured
Capital
e.g. energy, water and
other facilities, and shipyards

Intellectual Capital
e.g. intellectual property,
technologies and proprietary
solutions, group-wide policies
and frameworks, and
standardised systems
and processes

Natural Capital
e.g. thermal energy
resources (such as natural
gas and coal), renewable
energy resources (such as
wind and solar) and land

> 8.6

million tCO2e

e.g. people with deep
knowledge and strong
capabilities, and employees
who embody the
Sembcorp culture

million m3/day

emissions avoided
through our
renewable energy
generation

Marine

Our Strategic Pillars
Performance

Sustainability

• Disciplined
capital allocation
• Systematic
capital recycling
• Active management
and optimisation
of assets
• Strong business
models

• Aligned with and
contributing to the
United Nations
Sustainable
Development Goals
• Participation in the
low-carbon and
circular economy
• Management of
environmental, social
and governance risks
and opportunities

Dynamic
Organisation
• A scalable global
operating model
• Capability
development and
process excellence
• Technology and
digitalisation
• Dynamic high
performance culture
with integrity at
our core

Our Sustainability Ambitions
Enabling a
Low-carbon and
Circular Economy
Climate
Change
Resource
Management
Local
Environmental
Protection

Empowering
Our People and
Communities

Embedding
Responsible
Business Practices

Health
and Safety

Corporate
Governance

People

Ethical
Business and
Compliance

Community

Risk
Management

• Rigs & Floaters
• Repairs &
Upgrades
• Offshore
Platforms
• Specialised
Shipbuilding

Offering innovative engineering
solutions across the offshore,
marine and energy
value chain

280
vessels

Strategically located
shipyards and facilities in
Singapore, Indonesia,
Norway, the UK
and Brazil

Urban

13
projects

repaired and
upgraded in 2019

•
•
•
•
•

Industrial Parks
High-tech Parks
Business Hubs
Residential Space
Commercial Space

in water & wastewater
treatment capacity,
serving the needs
of industrial and
municipal customers

in Vietnam, China
and Indonesia

Financial
Institutions

Governments
and Regulators

>50 years

of experience in
providing quality
solutions to
customers

Shareholders
and the
Investment
Community

Delivering the economic engine
to support industrialisation
and urbanisation

Communities

>1,000
tenants

Contractors,
Suppliers,
Trade Unions
and Industry
Partners

comprising
multinationals
and leading
local enterprises

US$34 billion

in direct investments
attracted to
its projects

Sembcorp Industries Ltd
Co Regn No. 199802418D
30 Hill Street #05-04
Singapore 179360
Tel: (65) 6723 3113
Fax: (65) 6822 3254
www.sembcorp.com

